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Charter School Teachers Love Youth Digital Arts!

YDACS is a wonderful program that hooks and engages students from the very beginning, offering many with limited
computer experience a wide range of reasons to begin working with them. My most recent student could not wait to
work with the program every day, and looks forward to working with it again in the next semester. He has always
been very focused on the arts, but using the computer to create opened up a new world for him that didn’t simply
include the concept of video games (a favorite free time activity of his), but the opportunity to create the games.
Awesome... Thanks for creating a program that has inspired him to love school.

College Students Love the Advantage Youth Digital Arts Gave Them!

Since I was 5 years old, I always knew I wanted to work in the entertainment industry. I found YDACS during my
junior year through our charter school, and quickly started taking classes on Video Game Design. When I took the
VGD103 class on animation, I fell in love with bringing characters and objects to life through motion. When it was time
for me to create my own video game, I knew I had to let my knowledge of animation shine. After much
experimentation with Toon Boom Studio I accepted YDACS invitation to become their first Student National Animation
Mentor. We went to work on pushing Toon Boom Studio to its limits. Today, I am in college pursuing a degree in
Entertainment Art/Animation. My work with YDACS, since 2007, has proven very helpful with my college career as
well as my future in both 2D and 3D animation. I was even able to jump ahead of other students in my classes,
because of previous training and knowledge I learned at YDACS. Being able to seamlessly communicate and work
with other YDACS students and Student National Mentors, and explore new avenues of technology together, is an
experience you cannot find anywhere else.

Caleb

Caleb was one of 30 out of 10,000 worldwide internship applicants hired by Nickelodeon’s Animation Studios!

Students Love YDACS Video Game Design Courses!

➢ I finished. I liked the course and would like to take the next one as well. I liked that each step was shown and then it
allowed me to stop the action and try it on my own. It was also helpful that I could “rewind” the lesson to a particular
spot and rerun it (as many times as needed.) I would highly recommend this course to others. Thank you.

➢ I’ve finished the course. Loved the course. The online teacher was really good, better than real life teachers. Easy to
follow.

Charter School Teachers Love YDACS Video Game Design Courses!

As a homeschool teacher, I am really excited about the possibilities of Video Game Design. Students really

are delighted by their creations, and I like to see students from different ages and grades interacting with each

other, showing their talents and abilities in ways that are not in typically educational settings. Keep it coming,

folks. We really like Video Game Design.
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Quick Overview of YDACS Course Series
There are three course tracks, Digital Drawing and Painting, Digital Photo Painting, and 3D Drawing, Digital
Animation, and Video Game Design.  All of our courses build upon one another, reinforcing skills taught in the previous

courses and teaching additional advanced skills.  The tracks also integrate with one another.  All of our courses are for

students from 3rd grade through High School beginning at an introductory level with no previous experience required.

We view video games as an interactive bucket for all the original art we teach our students to design and create.

For example we teach students professional 2D animation in DA101 and DA102 so they can create characters for their 2D

video games but they can also choose to just focus on creating animation and short film.  We teach vector drawing in

Digital Manga 101 so students can create Manga to their heart’s content but they can also animate their drawings into

Anime and import them into their 2D video games.  We teach Digital Photo Painting 101 so students can specialize in

painting photos or they can import their digital paintings as original art into their animations, films and video games.  Our

3D Drawing course teaches students how to import their 2D DM101 drawings into 3D software and extrude them into 3D

models.  Students can just enjoy exploring all the facets of 3D modeling but they can also animate their 3D models like

Hollywood 3D movies.  They can also import their models and 3D animations into their 3D video games.   All of these art

forms can be used to create original 2D and 3D art that can be studied and explored to focus on a specific art form or to

integrate with each other.

Most importantly all of our courses use professional level, Free software, except for our 2D animation classes which

have a small fee for the animation software.  Students who take our courses from home will have a fully professional
2D and 3D Home Digital Art Studio to keep exploring and creating to their heart’s content!  Courses are 8 weeks long,

completely self paced, and cost $145.  VAMCGS is the one exception, it is 16 weeks long, High School only, and $290.

Digital Animation Track
DA102 - Digital Animation 102  - coming soonDA101 - Digital Animation 101

Digital Manga 101 Digital Photo Painting  101 Digital Drawing and Painting  101

Digital Drawing and Painting, Photo Painting, and 3D Drawing Track

3D Digital Drawing 101 Digital Manga and Comics Cyber Studio

High School Visual Arts: Manga, Comics, Graphic Novels, and Storyboarding

VGD101 - Platform Video

Game Design

Video Game Design and Animation Track
VGD102 - RPG Video Game Design IVGD101 - Internet Video

Game Design

3DVGD101 - 3D Video Game Design Video Game Design Cyber Studio
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Video Game Design Track
Our Video Game Design and Animation track consists of five courses beginning with VGD101 which introduces

students to the exciting world of Video Game Design with no previous knowledge required, and progresses to the

Video Game Design Cyber Studio.  Students from 3rd grade through High School only need an interest in learning

how video games are designed and created.  All of our courses are completely self-paced within their 8 week enrollment

period.  Students need to spend 3 - 4 hours per week on their courses to finish well within their enrollment
period.   Some students finish quickly, others need the entire enrollment period.  Each course is $145.

For Home students courses are purchased via our Student Control Panel, see page 13 “Ordering Courses from Home.”

All students need to create their YDACS userid, see page 13.

Students enrolling from school need to have their teacher create a Purchase Order listing their name, YDACS userid,

and their courses.

All students need to email info@YDACS.com when they receive their software and are ready to begin.

Required software for VGD101, VGD102, and IVGD101 courses:  Clickteam Fusion 2.5 Free version for Windows
is a free download.  Clickteam Fusion 2.5 for the Mac will be available in the future. Construct 2, used in IVGD101, is

a free Windows only download.  Unity 3D, used in 3DVGD101, is a free download and runs on both Windows and Mac.

All Windows only programs can run on a Mac in a Windows emulator.  Students using Macs can either install “WINE,”

which is a free Windows emulator, CrossOver Mac using their 14 day free trial, or purchase and install “Parallels” and a

copy of Windows.  WINE is more technical but many students have used it without problems.

Required hardware: 3DVGD101 requires a minimum of 4GB of RAM.  All other VGD courses have minimal hardware

requirements

Video Game Design Basics – VGD101
Students learn the basics of Side Scrolling Platform video game design as they follow their teacher step by step in

creating their first video game. Students learn how to use the Clickteam Fusion Libraries to select, drag, and drop their

hero, trees, giant spiders, landscapes, and a helicopter, into their video game as they create a 2D virtual world where their

stories unfold.  Then they learn to program their video game objects to interact with each other, keep track of variables

such as the score and player health, create enemies, and much more so those playing their video games are challenged

and have fun.

RPG Video Game Design – VGD102
VGD102 builds on the concepts taught in VGD101 as students learn how to design and create their first Top Down RPG

video game. The techniques used in creating Top Down RPG video games apply to all 2D and 3D RPG video games.

Additional advanced skills are introduced and built into the class project as students follow the teacher step by step in

creating their RPG video game.
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Internet Video Game Design – IVGD101
One of the hottest areas in video games is designing and creating video games that can be played on the Internet.

IVGD101 teaches students how to design and create 2D Internet video games, including advanced 2D physics,

that can be played in any browser, on Facebook, and on iPhones.  We use original YDACS student artwork created

from skills taught in DM101, DDP101, DPP101, and in our Cyber Studios, such as the hero in our video game,

Subarashi, shown above .  This course uses free software that can be downloaded onto as many computers as you

like.  Construct2 is Windows only, please see page 4.

VGD101 and VGD102 are prerequisite for this course.

3D Video Game Design – 3DVGD101
The other very exciting area in video games is 3D video game design.  In 3DVGD101 we design, build, and

program a complete 3D platform video game using pre-made objects so students can focus on learning how to

create the video game and not worry about creating all the artwork and animations.  Students learn how to program

advanced 3D physics and all the functions of a 3D platformer.  This video game takes place on space-dock

platforms in some far off galaxy and stars an animated robot, shown below,  that flies around with a jet pack.  This

is a fully functioning 3D video game that can be played in any browser, on a computer desktop, and ported to the

iPhone or mobile device.  3DVGD101 uses free software that is downloaded to your computer.

VGD101 and VGD102 are prerequisite for this course.
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The Bitmapia Market from “THE Pirates of YDACS.”

Video Game Design Cyber Studio – VGDCS
This is the place for advanced students to practice their skills, ask advanced questions, jam with other advanced

students, and learn about the Video Game Design Industry and becoming an Independent Video Game Developer.

YDACS Cyber Studios are also where our Student National Mentors and Student National Fellows jam on their

advanced projects, research, and development so you can see how they come up with their concepts and stories,

artwork, animations, video game programming, and work as a Virtual National Video Game Design Studio.  Students

begin by proposing their project and then use the resources of the VGDCS to help them create their vision.  You will also

be able to listen-in as our Student National Mentors collaborate on projects such as “The Pirates of YDACS” .  If you are

at all interested in seeing how a Video Game Development team creates a project then this is the place to be!

Original  Pirate character drawn by a Student National Mentor for “The Pirates of YDACS” video game
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Digital Animation Track

Our Digital Animation track consists of two courses DA101 and DA102.  No previous knowledge is required!
Students from 3rd grade through High School only need an interest in learning how 2D Digital animation is designed

and created.

All of our courses are completely self-paced within their 8 week enrollment period.  Students need to spend 3 - 4 hours
per week on their courses to finish well within their enrollment period.  Some students finish quickly, others need

the entire enrollment period.  Each course is $145.

The software taught in this track is Anime Studio Debut 11 which can be purchased at a student educational discount $30

from the developers website or for $27.95 from Studica. Students only need a mouse for all of our courses.

For Home students courses are purchased via our Student Control Panel, see page 13 “Ordering Courses from Home.”

All students need to create their YDACS userid, see page 13.

Students enrolling from school need to have their teacher create a Purchase Order listing their name, YDACS userid,

and their courses.

All students need to email info@YDACS.com when they receive their software and are ready to begin.

Digital Animation – DA101
DA101 is our first course in our 2D animation course track that uses simple yet powerful drag and drop 2D animation

software that anyone can master. By the end of this course you will have been introduced to the history of animation

going farther back than you would have imagined, most of the features of Anime Studio Debut 11, the first 6 of 12

Principles of Animation developed by top Disney animators, you will have created several animations demonstrating the 6

principles and saved them as video files, and you will learn how to integrate your animations into video games that you

can create by taking our Video Game Design courses.

Digital Animation – DA102
DA102 is coming soon to a Youth Digital Arts near you!

http://my.smithmicro.com/smith-micro-education-store.html
http://www.studica.com/smithmicro
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Digital Drawing and Painting, Photo Painting,
and 3D Drawing Track

Our Digital Drawing and Painting, Photo Painting, and 3D Drawing track consists of five courses beginning with

Digital Manga 101, progressing to Digital Photo Painting 101, Digital Drawing and Painting 101, 3D Drawing 101,

and ending with the Digital Manga and Comics Cyber Studio.  No previous knowledge is required!  Students from

3rd grade through High School only need an interest in learning how Digital Manga Drawings, Digital Photo Paintings,

and Hand Drawn Digital Drawings and Paintings are designed and created, and in the magic of transforming their

DM101 2D Manga drawings into 3D models just like those used in Hollywood 3D movies.

All of our courses are completely self-paced within their 8 week enrollment period.  Students need to spend 3 - 4
hours per week on their courses to finish well within their enrollment period.  Some students finish quickly,

others need the entire enrollment period.  Each course is $145.

The software taught in all of the courses in this track is FREE! Students only need a mouse for all of our courses.

For Home students courses are purchased via our Student Control Panel, see page 13 “Ordering Courses from

Home.” All students need to create their YDACS userid, see page 13.  Students enrolling from school need to have

their teacher create a Purchase Order listing their name, YDACS userid, and their courses.  All students need to email

info@YDACS.com when they receive their software and are ready to begin.

Required hardware: 3DDRW101 requires a minimum of 4GB of RAM.  All other courses have minimal hardware

requirements

Digital Manga – DM101
DM101 teaches students the basics of Manga character design and creation using Free Open Source vector drawing

software! Students use templates created by Youth Digital Arts so drawing ability is not a requirement. Students also

learn about the History of Manga, all about vector graphics, and how the characters they create can be animated into

Anime and imported into video games that they design and create in our Video Game Design courses.

You can view lots of Student Art on our home page by

clicking the thumbnail to open a slide show and in our

Blog at www.YouthDigitalArts.com
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Digital Photo Painting – DPP101
In DPP101 students learn the basics of digital photo painting and how to immediately create professional looking digital

art using a digital camera to shoot photos, or a scanner to scan images, that are then transformed into artistic

masterpieces using FREE software. Students learn all about pixels, manipulating color, hue, saturation, how to control

and modify lighting, shading, and contrast, and then jump into all kinds of Artistic Filters including: Colored Pencils, Dry

Brushes, Fresco, Palette Knifes, Pastels, Smudge Sticks, Watercolors, Blur, Brush Strokes, Pointilize, Chalk and

Charcoal, and Stained Glass, as well as Artistic Effects including Blizzards, Fluorescent Chalk, Lizard Skin, Neon Lights,

and Oil Pastels.  DM101 is the prerequisite for this course.

Digital Drawing and Painting - DDP101
We have been dreaming about this course for years!  Our Student National Mentors and Student National Fellows have

been perfecting their digital drawing and painting techniques in our Cyber Studios and during our Cyber Jams.  In

DDP101 six of our Student National Mentors and Fellows share how they started drawing and painting, their inspirations,

and their unique techniques for sketching, tracing, elegant line work, coloring, lighting, and shading.  They will teach

students how to use their techniques on two provided sketches, B.O.B. the robot and  Digi the scientist.  You can see

some of their amazing works at www.YouthDigitalArts.com, click Blog in the menus.  This course uses FREE software

that you can download and get free updates forever.  DM101 and DPP101 are prerequisite for this course.

3D Digital Drawing - 3DDRW101
This can be a challenging course for younger students so we recommend this course for 6th grade and up.

3D Digital Drawing students learn how to take drawings created in the DM101 2D vector drawing software and open them

in 3D Modeling and Animation software to extrude the flat 2D drawings into 3D models that can be rotated 360 degrees

in space as they work on refining their models.  Students learn how to apply color and lighting to their 3D models and

then export them so they can be opened in a 3rd software program where the 3D drawing is layered on top of some very

cool 2D images and perspective effects creating a magical 3D cityscape with multicolored raindrops splashing into

multicolored puddles!  DM101, DPP101, and DDP101 are prerequisite for this course.
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Digital Manga and Comic Cyber Studio – DMCCS
This is the place where our advanced students and Student National Mentors are drawing and painting up a storm, many

storms!  They are drawing and painting amazing advanced Manga characters and scenes using vector and bitmap

software, amazing traditional comic characters, hybrid characters that cross both styles, and then branching out into

designing clothing, masks, cups, pins, and their own online stores.  They also jam with each other a lot, demonstrating

skills they’ve learned, teaching each other techniques, and asking each other questions.  The energy is contagious!

You will begin by proposing a project you would like to work on and then use the resources of the DMCCS to help you

along the way.  There are lots of drawing and painting tutorials to learn from.  This is the place for students to practice

their skills, ask advanced questions, and learn from and collaborate with our Student National Mentors and other budding

digital drawing and painting artists! This is also where our National Student Mentors perform fascinating research and

development using new and emerging digital art software.  DM101, DPP101, DDP101, and 3DDRW101 are prerequisite

for this course.
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Visual Arts Manga, Comics, Graphic Novels, & Storyboarding

This 2 semester series was created to satisfy the California State High School Visual Arts Standards and is comprised

of three courses. In the first semester students begin with our Digital Manga 101 course, 8 weeks later they take either

our Digital Photo Painting 101 course or our Digital Drawing and Painting 101 course. All of these courses are

previously described in this catalog.

In the second semester students take our Visual Arts – Digital Manga, Comics, Graphic Novels, and Storyboarding
course (VAMCGS).   This 16 week course builds on the skills taught in Digital Manga 101 and Digital Photo Painting

101 and is a significantly more demanding course. VAMCGS teaches the principles, tools, and techniques used to

create Manga, Comics, Graphic Novels, and Storyboards. Being YDACS however we also break new ground by

integrating photography into our comics so ALL students will be able to create original works of comic art with or without

being required to draw.  We also explore the historical and cultural dimensions of comics, analyze and assess selected

works, apply the skills learned for a school advertising campaign, analyze comic’s unique perspective on world events

versus other media, and the varying skills required in the comics field.  VAMCGS students keep a weekly Online Student

Journal, create an Online Student Digital Art Portfolio and a Paper Portfolio containing their research, analysis, writings,

and art work.

Be advised: very rarely students may come across adult language in comic research even using the highest decorated

and award winning Internet resources.  Student discretion is advised.

Cost: DM101 and DPP101 cost $145 each. VAMCGS costs $290 (Can be paid with Instructional Funds)

Required Book to be purchased: During the second semester we use Scott McCloud’s "Making Comics -
StoryTelling Secrets Of Comics, Manga, and Graphic Novels," approximately $15 @ Amazon.com

Required Software: The software illustrated in a few chapters is Photoshop Elements however students can use the

free Photoshop replacement GIMP, taught in DPP101 and DDP101, instead.
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Course Enrollment Steps and Details
Cost: Each course costs $145 for an eight week session.   VAMCGS is the one exception, it is 16 weeks long, High

School only, and $290.  (School students can pay for their courses with Instructional Funds)

Start Date: Classes can be started at any time throughout the semester

Software Needs: Free for all courses except DA101, see course descriptions (Can be paid w/Instructional Funds)

Hardware Needs: Your computer and mouse. For 3DDRW101 and 3DVGD101 4GB of RAM is the minimum required.

How do the classes work?  Each course is completely online and available 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
During each chapter students watch a video of the instructor’s computer screen while listening to the instructor’s voice as

they simultaneously create their class project step by step. Students pause the chapter, switch to their software used in

the course, complete the steps they just learned, and then restart the video. The lessons are completely self-paced

and carefully designed to include all the necessary information to complete the class project, and the quizzes that follow

each chapter. Students have up to 8 weeks to complete all of the assigned course work and need to begin their course
when they enroll. Each course is approximately 20 - 25 hours of work. Students need to spend 3 - 4 hours per week
on their courses to finish well within their enrollment period.

Most students enroll in two 8 week courses per semester. For example VGD101 and VGD102 or DM101 and

DPP101.

How is my student supported in their learning?  Students may contact the instructor, YDACS Student National

Mentors, and learn from other student’s questions and answers via the secure online Student Forums. Students may

also contact us via email. Our staff returns emails and posts information throughout the day so students rarely need to

wait more than 24 hours for a response.

How do I know what my student is learning in the classes?  Each student’s quiz scores can be accessed through the

student’s log in. This can be checked daily, weekly or monthly to review work and grades that have been received. Once

all the videos are watched and quizzes completed a Student Activity Report including all the quiz scores can be

requested via info@YDACS.com.

How do I sign up through my child’s charter school?

• Choose your courses and request a purchase order from your Education Specialist

• Order needed materials (via Instructional Funds or out of pocket via Pay Pal on our web site)

• Create a Student Account by following the Step by Step Instructions to Create your Student Account on the

following page

• Once any required course materials are received, email info@YDACS.com that you are ready to be enrolled

• log in and begin your course
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Step by Step Instructions to Create Your YDACS Userid

Please be sure to have your students create their YDACS user id at www.YDACS.com by:

1. click “Login” in the upper right corner

2. On the right side of the page under “”Is this your first time here?“ select “Click here to register with this site”

3. select “YDACS Free Site Registration!”

4. scroll to the bottom of the screen to create the student’s user id, entering the student’s name, email address,
and information

5. Receive “Thank you for Signing up” page. It offers to sign you back into the Student Control Panel but don’t,
you’re all done with the Student Control Panel for now. You should also receive an automatic “Membership

Information for the Cyberschool” email.
6. Go back to the top right of www.YDACS.com to login, under “Returning to this web site?,” using the userid

and password you just created just to test your id.

7. After you login you should see “You are logged in as XXXX . (Logout)” in the top right corner, [XXXX is the

user name you created]. Your YDACS userid is now created! You can login and logout to your heart’s content.

8. Email info@YDACS.com telling us your userid, name, and the course you are now ready to enroll in.

9. YDACS enrolls the student and replies to the email that they are now ready to begin.

10. Go to the top right of www.YDACS.com to login under “Returning to this web site?”

11. Scroll down on the left of www.YDACS.com where you will see your course listed under “My Courses”

12. Click your course and begin.

After your student is enrolled they can view the software installation instructions in their course.

When your student completes their course, and all of their quizzes, please be sure to have them follow the instructions at

the end of the class that instructs them to REPLY to the “I’ve Finished” post which tells us they have finished and

what they thought about the course.

Once they have posted we can email their Student Activity Report including their quiz scores if you request it by

emailing us at info@YDACS.com.

Ordering Courses from Home
1. click the "Login" link on the top right of the home page, www.YDACS.com, and login to Student Control Panel

on the lower right hand side of the Login Page.

2. We use PayPal for payment.  Go through the payment process to purchase your courses.

3. Once you have purchased your courses you will need to login once again via the "Returning to this web site?"

section and your courses will show up on the bottom left of our home page under "My Courses." Click the link to

your course and you are ready to begin!
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Cyber Jams

Youth Digital Arts regularly holds online Cyber Jams where our Student National Mentors and Student National

Fellows jam, brainstorm, have fun, and collaborate on advanced projects, research and development.  Our Student

National Mentors are boys and girls of all ages.  Our youngest Video Game Design Student National Mentor was 9!

We are evaluating many Free and Open Source software programs ranging from 2D and 3D animation, video game

design, drawing and painting, and 3D modeling.  If attendees bought the commercial equivalents of these programs

they would cost thousands of dollars.  You will be able to download them for free.

During May 2015 we had eight Public Cyber Jams open for all 3rd grade through high school students to enroll in,

as well as interested parents, grandparents, and teachers.  Attendees can sit back, listen and watch our Student

National Mentors and Student National Fellows demonstrate their amazing skills, advanced projects, research, and

development or they can jump in, ask questions and have fun jamming with the SNMs who are just kids who love

digital art.

Some of our recent Cyber Jams include:

• 2D Digital Drawing, Painting, and 3D Modeling

• Original Youth Art, Animations, and Music in Video Games - The Pirates of YDACS

• YDACS Students Are Publishing Their Own Books

• 3D Drawing, 3D Modeling, 3D Animation, and 3D Video Game Design

To learn more about our current Cyber Jams and to enroll please visit www.YouthDigitalArts.com and click on the

Cyber Jam menu.
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Student National Mentorship and Fellowship Program
Student National Mentors are selected from Cyber School students who excel in their courses, demonstrate
passion for their art, assist other students without prompting, communicate clearly, and demonstrate patience
in problem solving and assisting others. It is very rare that students are offered such a rich opportunity, for
free, based only on their demonstrated passion and ability.

One of our core beliefs is that all of our youth, your children, have amazing untapped potential.  Our
youngest Student National Video Game Design Mentor was 9!  He mentored high school students by
answering their questions in our student forums.  The high school students never knew his age, they just
appreciated his assistance.

A Student National Mentorship is a one year commitment where selected students continue working on and
sharing their advanced projects and ideas, help answer student questions, and participate in our Cyber
Studios and Cyber Jams.

We communicate via our Cyber Studios, which Student National Mentors are enrolled in for free, and our
Cyber Jams which our Student National Mentors attend and participate in for free. Student National Mentors
and advanced students collaborate on research and development projects and assist in brainstorming our
next curriculum offerings. The Student National Mentors program is fun and a great experience.

Student National Fellows are select Student National Mentors who excelled in the program, have graduated
high school, and wish to continue working on Youth Digital Arts advanced projects, research, and
development. This is a rare opportunity for select students to gain experience, a rich digital portfolio of
advanced projects, national virtual group collaboration, and a letter of reference that sets them apart from their
college and university peers.

The Youth Digital Arts Cyber Studios provide a very rare opportunity for advanced students to explore their
interests in an open ended space with other students who share their passion for the digital arts.  They learn
how to collaborate on projects which include research skills, communication skills, presentation skills, and
teamwork.  These are the skills that companies look for so the Cyber Studios give students another advantage
while they are having fun exploring the digital arts.  One of our Student National Animation Fellows was
one of 30 out of 10,000 worldwide internship applicants hired by Nickelodeon’s Animation Studios!
Many are young entrepreneurs and have started their own businesses.

A video game industry article explains what video game development corporations are looking for. While the
article specifically discusses video game development it is the same for all of the digital arts.

“Students need to realize that making games is hard, and that it requires patience, persistence and
openness,” advises Isbister, who also runs the Social Game Lab at NYU-Poly . “Teamwork is a big
part of game development, so being willing to collaborate and able to communicate is valuable.”

“I recommend anyone wanting to get into the games industry to get a gaming education,” reiterates
Durall. “Coming out of school with not only the knowledge of how to make games, but also with
working examples from your studies, is a huge bonus. With so many other aspiring game
designers out there now, you have to get every advantage you can.”


